
 

 

REPORT ON RUN 410 ON 5
th

 SEPTEMBER 2021 
 

The day dawned fresh and bright, and all were polished and on parade in the Prince of Wales car park in 

Hammer when your humble scribe rolled in last (being the one living closest to the RV, of course) so 

earning himself the privilege of putting digit to keyboard for the records. 

With 15 hashers in attendance including three guests (from Oxford, Winchester and Brighton hashes), the 

run was 6.5 miles, having been set in the classic style by Marathow, kicking off across the railway track 

shortly ahead of the semi-fast to Portsmouth for a warm-up along the Linchmere side before ducking back 

under the railway again for the cardio work-out back up to Hewshott. Here a little local knowledge from 

Dogs Bollox reassured the pack that there is in fact a public footpath through the Gilbert’s front yard, and 

so on to Bramshott - where the fun really began. 

In a fine tradition of misfortune (and a universally appreciated feature of hashing worldwide), the 

Pistoffen Hash from over Guildford way had not only also chosen Bramshott for their outing this Sunday, 

but had also laid their trail in sawdust. It was pointed out in the briefing (which I missed!) that our trail 

was in fact laid with hemp, to which Marathow apparently has ready access (‘nuff said). Stuffing that in 

our pipes and smoking it, the pack quickly became expert in hemp identification. Nevertheless, some 

confusion mounted (is this their false trail or ours?!) and the pack assembled in front of the Canadian war 

memorial, reflecting on Spanish flu and counting our blessings. 

Pausing only for a few civil words with the Pistoffen heading the other way, we trundled through the 

tunnel under the A3, deeper and ever deeper into Bramshott. Marathow continued to live up to his name 

as the recovery pint receded further into the distance, but the day was gorgeous, as was the pack. 

A few hours later we tumbled down the hill to the PoW, and while those with a leg of lamb to roast had to 

trundle off, the rest settled down to discuss hash scheduling and the merits of HSB with members of the 

Pistoffen, who had been back for a while and were living up to their billing. 

Paul ‘Dogs Bollox’ Martin 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 


